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We Are Launching a New Series!
Greetings!

Today’s Episode With Author and Farmer
Dan Imhoff Kicks off the New “Imhoff
Archives” Series on Flipping the Table

Pioneers who thought and acted differently from the mainstream launched
what we today call the regenerative agriculture or good food movement. As we
have described in this document regarding farming systems, the effort to
create a different approach to agriculture began in the United Kingdom in the
1930s with Sir Albert Howard and his wife Louise. The 1960s and 70s brought
another surge of great minds and practitioners who are the American pioneers.
These individuals helped us see how farming and ranching based on holistic
thinking, ecological and humane practices will fix many of the economic, social
and environmental challenges of our time.
Today, we launch a series dedicated to hearing the voices of those pioneers.
The series emerges from the “Farm and Garden Show,” a radio program that
ran for over a decade out of Mendocino County in northern California and
which was co-hosted by Dan Imhoff, the writer and farmer best known forhis
books on agriculture and the Farm Bill. Our conversation covers the origins of
the show and provides six entertaining stories about compelling interviews Dan
held with Wendell Berry, William Allen, Temple Grandin, Gary Nabhan, Michael
Pollan and participants from the first Terra Madre event hosted by Slow Food in
Turin, Italy in 2004. The Imhoff Archive Series will run monthly through April of
2021.

Our Next Episode: Three Dynamic Women Tackling
the Huge Challenge of Meat Processing for Small
Local Producers, October 29th

Duskie Estes
BlackPig Meat Co.

Kathy Webster
TomKat Ranch

Sarah Silva
Greenstar Farm

Hear all about the Bay Area Ranchers Coop (BARC) project that aims to give
small and mid-size livestock producers a fighting chance in a system
dominated by the COVID-tormented industrial meat system.

Thank you!

Michael Reid Dimock
Host of Flipping the Table
Sponsored by Roots of Change and
the Public Health Institute
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